Spatially localized oscillations in periodically forced systems are intriguing phenomena. They may occur in homogeneous media (oscillons), but quite often they emerge in heterogeneous media, such as the auditory system, where asymmetrical localized oscillations are believed to play an important role in frequency discrimination of incoming sound waves. In this paper, we use an amplitude-equation approach to study the asymmetry of the oscillations amplitude and the factors that affect it. More specifically, we use a variant of the forced complex Ginzburg-Landau (FCGL) equation that describes an oscillatory system below the Hopf bifurcation with space-dependent Hopf frequency, subjected to both parametric and additive forcing. We show that spatial heterogeneity combined with bistability of system states result in asymmetry of the localized oscillations. We further identify parameters that control that asymmetry, and characterize the spatial profile of the oscillations in terms of maximal amplitude, location, width and asymmetry. Our results bare qualitative similarities to empirical observation trends that have found in the auditory system.
Introduction
Spatially localized resonant oscillations, such as oscillons [1, 2, 3] and reciprocal oscillons [4, 5] are not only inspiring natural phenomena but also mathematically intriguing [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Similarly to most frequency-locking studies of oscillatory media [4, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] , also localized resonances have been studied within the scope of spatially homogeneous conditions. However, in some cases spatial heterogeneity is an inherent feature of the system and is paramount to the emergence of distinct type of localized oscillations. Examples are the cochlea of the inner ear [29, 30, 31] , alligator water dance [32] , and Faraday waves under heterogeneous parametric excitation [33] . In other cases, heterogeneities can be exploited to tune the performance of particular engineered outputs in a range of potential applications, including mechanical resonators [34, 35, 36] , catalytic surface reactions [26] and plasmonic nanoparticles [13] . In two companion papers, we studied the effect of spatial heterogeneity on the asymmetry of resonant responses in the presence of combined additive and parametric forcing [37] and on the shape of the resonance boundary [38] . Both studies were motivated by the auditory system, where incoming sound-wave frequencies are being translated to localized vibrations in different locations along the cochlea because of its monotonically inhomogeneous physiology [31] . Localized oscillations in the the cochlea [37] are distinct from oscillons in homogeneous media, where the localization is generally related to homoclinic snaking (regular or slanted) [39] . In the cochlea, the localization is a direct consequence of spatially dependent resonant response [38] and is not associated with homoclinic connections inside the resonance region [8, 12] . Moreover, profiles of localized vibration that were measured at different locations along the cochlea, present different asymmetries in their shape [40, 41] . In this study, we extend the results of earlier works [37, 38] , addressing the effects of nonlinearity and bistability on the spatial form of localized resonant oscillations. We continue to apply the forced complex Ginzburg-Landau (FCGL) equation to the 1:1 resonance, where the system oscillates at exactly the forcing frequency (Sections 2), taking into consideration a monotonic dependence of the unforced frequency on the space coordinate. The analysis focuses on the impact of the nonlinear frequency correction term, which is essential for bistability of resonant solutions of low amplitude (possibly zero) and high amplitude. We show that in the absence of bistability, the asymmetry of the spatial profile of localized oscillations can be derived by studying the spatially uncoupled system (Sections 3 and 4) while in the presence of bistability, the asymmetry is determined by a crossover point between the coexisting solutions, related the Maxwell point of front solutions of the homogeneous system (Section 5). We further show that the results apply to pure parametric, pure additive or combined driving force, and that it can be generalized to variations of other parameters, such as the distance from the Hopf onset.
Complex Ginzburg-Landau equation approach for forced oscillations and localized profiles
Resonant behavior in a spatially extended oscillatory medium driven by additive parametric forcing is well described by the FCGL amplitude equation [42, 29, 43] , where for 1:1 resonance it reads as [44, 45] :
Here,Ā is the complex conjugate of A, the parameters µ, ν, β, α ∈ R describe, respectively, the distance from the Hopf bifurcation, deviation of the forcing frequency from the unforced frequency (hereafter "detuning"), nonlinear frequency correction and dispersion, and Γ p ∈ C, Γ a ∈ R are related to the parametric and additive forcing, respectively.
In an earlier paper [37] , we have shown that (1) with monotonic spatial inhomogeneity gives rise, in one-space dimension (1D), to distinct asymmetric shapes of localized resonances while emphasizing the relative impact of parametric forcing, Γ p . In what follows, we wish to complete this analysis by focusing on conditions that give rise to bistability of resonant solutions (obtained with β = 0), confining ourselves to damped oscillations, that is, µ < 0 (specifically we use throughout all the computations µ = −0.05). For consistency with Ref. [38] , we use the following simplified version of (1),
where we assume a linear spatial dependence of the detuning, ν(x) = 2ηx + ν 0 with ν 0 ∈ R being the detuning of the homogeneous system, rescale the spatial range to unity, x ∈ [− 1 /2, 1 /2], and choose α = 0 and 0 < η, Γ p , D ∈ R. Note that we also consider spatially uniform forcing and not a traveling wave as in [37] . The parameter D quantifies the strength of the spatial coupling between nearby oscillatory elements and effectively affects the synchronization level [38] . For D 1 the whole spatial domain is synchronized so that the oscillation amplitude ρ ≡ |A|, where A = ρ exp (iφ), is uniform throughout the domain, as shown in Fig. 1 . This result is demonstrated for pure additive forcing, but similar results are obtained for forcing that contains a parametric component too [38] . When D 1 spatial localization emerges, as Figure 1 shows. Note that the asymmetry of the localized profiles becomes prominent as D is sufficiently decreased, turning into a sharp drop on the high x side (x ≈ 0.2) for D = 10 −6 . To characterize the spatial symmetry (or asymmetry) of the localized resonant profile, we find it useful to define the following measure:
where x m is location in space at which the amplitude ρ = |A| is maximal, i.e., ρ = ρ m , and x L and x R are respective left and right limits of the peak width W x calculated at ρ = ρ m /2, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Notably, the peak location within W x defines the asymmetry, where for β = 0 the localization has a symmetric shape, see also [38] . We note that the measure (3) is defined here in a different way as compared to the similar measure defined in [37] , but still assumes the same limits: Λ → 1 for symmetric profiles and Λ → 0 for highly asymmetric profiles. This new definition is more amenable to analytical explorations. In what follows, we study steady solutions of (2) for parametric and additive forcing, and their dependence on the forcing amplitude and frequency (through the detuning parameter). These solutions represent 1:1 resonant oscillations. We find it useful to start with the uncoupled case, obtained by setting D = 0, and relate the dependence of the solutions on the detuning parameter ν for D = 0, to their spatial dependence for D 1, by mapping ν → x.
3. Coexistence of stable spatially-decoupled solutions for parametric and additive forcing
Bistability regions
The amplitude ρ = |A| of steady solutions of (2) in spatially uncoupled systems (D = 0), subjected to both parametric and additive forcing, solves the polynomial equation [45] :
where δ = 0, for Γ a > 0, Γ p = 0 1, for Γ a = 0, Γ p > 0 . and the phase φ = arg(A) solves the equation
The solutions of (4) for pure parametric forcing are [8] ρ 0
while for pure additive forcing they are: where
Notably, for both parametric and additive forcing, Eq. (4) preserves the inversion symmetry (β, ν) → (−β, −ν) [47] .
In the following we explore bistability regions of steady solutions in the parameter plane spanned by the detuning ν and the forcing amplitude, Γ p or Γ a , for different values of β > 0.
Pure parametric forcing
Bistability is characterized by the coexistence of two linearly stable solutions of Eq. (2) in some parameter range. For pure parametric forcing, bistability is associated with a subcritical bifurcation of the zero state, ρ = ρ 0 p . The bistability range is given by
For damped oscillations µ < 0, the bistability range diminishes to zero at the codimension-2 point,
where the subcritical bifurcation of the zero state coincides with the saddle-node bifurcation where the two states ρ ± p merge and disappear. Note that Γ c p → |µ| as β → ∞ and ν → 0. Figure 2 (a) shows bistability regions for several values of β, where both the resonant 1:1 oscillations and the zero state are stable solutions.
Pure additive forcing
In the case of a pure additive forcing, a bistability range is found that involves low-amplitude and high-amplitude resonant 1:1 oscillations, and is given by
as Fig. 22 shows for a few β values. For β > β c = √ 3, the range diminishes to zero in a cusp bifurcation at [47] Γ
Note that Γ c a decreases as β is increased (see Fig. 2(b) ), and that Γ c 
Combined parametric and additive forcing and tri-stability
Combined parametric and additive forcing is not amenable to analytic derivations, and thus, we used the numerical continuation package AUTO [46] to gain insights about the organization of coexisting solutions. yrev The combination of the two forcing types can introduce an additional high-amplitude resonant solution with a phase shift of π as Fig. 3 shows (purple shaded region in panel (a) and purple curves in panel (b)). Moreover, for sufficiently high values of the parametric forcing, Γ p > µ, a tristability parameter range exists in which all three resonant solution branches overlap as Fig. 3(a,b) show: the low-amplitude and high-amplitude solutions that coexist as stable solutions already in the pure additive forcing case, and the additional phase-shifted high-amplitude solution. In the plane spanned by the phase φ and the detuning ν, this solution branch appears as an isola as the inset in Fig. 3(b) shows. Surprisingly, a tristability range exists also for β < β c , but the cusp bifurcation is in a reversed direction, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . Additionally, this cusp point vanishes, Γ c a → 0, as β → (1 − Γ 2 p µ 2 ) −1 (not shown here).
Mapping detuning to space: Asymmetry of spatially-decoupled resonant localizations
The results obtained in the previous section for spatially uncoupled systems (D = 0) can be used to obtain a zerothorder approximation for the spatial behavior of weakly coupled systems (D 1) by mapping them onto the spatial axis through the relation ν(x) = 2ηx + ν 0 . In order to derive the properties of localized profiles, such as those shown in Fig. 1 , we will focus on the stable solution, ρ(ν), of (4) of highest amplitude. The aim is to evaluate the asymmetry index of solutions of 2, and the impact of coexisting solutions on that asymmetry for pure parametric and additive forcing.
Maximal amplitude value and location in space
We first calculate the maximal amplitude of the localized profile, ρ m , and the location of that peak, x m , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . For β = 0 and ν 0 = 0 the peak is located at x = 0 and the profile obeys the x → −x symmetry [38] . However, for β = 0, the location of the peak is shifted, and the peak becomes asymmetrical. The extremum of the amplitude, ρ = ρ m can be obtained by solving the equation:
and since ∂(ρ 2 )/∂ν = 0 it follows that ν m = βρ 2 m .
5
Evaluating the second derivative of (11) indicates that the extremum ν m is indeed a maximum: (4), we obtain the following amplitude maxima for pure additive or pure parametric forcing:
where 3 . This result generalizes a previous derivation for additive forcing by Eguíluz et al. [48] , who assumed β = 0, although it turns out that ρ m is independent of β. For additive forcing, the expression for the maximal amplitude ρ m shows a transition from linear to cubic root dependence on Γ a , while for parametric forcing, it shows a square root dependence on Γ p . These results extend earlier results obtained for β = 0 [37] . Finally, using the expression ν(x) = 2ηx + ν 0 for the spatial dependence of the detuning we obtain the peak location:
Localization width and asymmetry
Another property of the localized profile that can be calculated, besides its maximum, ρ m , and location, x m , is its width, W x (see Fig. 1 ). We first calculate the related width along the detuning axis, W ν , defined as
h are the detuning values at which the amplitude ρ drops down to half its maximal value, ρ m , on the high and low detuning sides of the profile. Expressions for ν ± h can readily be obtained using (4) and (12):
In the absence of bistability (coexisting solutions), W ν defines accurately the profile width, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . However, when one of ν ± h falls inside the bistability region, that value should be replaced by the saddle-node value of ν, e.g. ν + p as Fig. 4(b) illustrates (recall that we are considering in this section spatially decoupled systems). Notably, although we conduct the analysis for the pure cases of parametric and additive forcing, the results also hold for combined forcing since the isola does not affect the width of the localized profile (see Fig. 3(b) ). Consequently, for parametric forcing we obtain
where ν − p = Γ 2 p − µ 2 and ν + p = Γ p 1 + β 2 + βµ, while for additive forcing the width reads where ν ± a are solutions to (9) . These results indicate that for ν + h < ν − a there is no bistability and thus, the width is independent of β (as also ρ m ). The profile width along the x axis, W x , is easily obtained from the results for W ν through the relation
Finally, we turn to the asymmetry measure Λ, given by (3), and calculate it using the equivalent form
Notably, the choice of defining the width, W ν at ρ m /2 smears the difference between the parametric forcing and the additive forcing, since the analysis in both cases is performed in the proximity of saddle nodes the information of low amplitude stable solutions is not essential for the analysis. Hence we exploit first, the analytic forms obtained for parametric forcing and then show numerically that a similar trend applies also for the additive forcing. Using (12) and (13), we obtain the integration limits in (19):
The Calculating the integrals in (19) , we find 0) . The asymmetry index for the parametric forcing is obtained through (23) while the width through (16) and (18) . For the additive case, the asymmetry is computed numerically from the profile ρ(x) = ρ(ν(x)), where ρ(ν) is taken to be the largest solution of (6) . The width in the additive case is obtained via (17) . For the parametric case Γ p = 0.2, Γ a = 0, and for the additive case Γ p = 0, Γ a = 0.1.
where:
The dependencies of W x and of Λ on β are shown in Fig. 5 . Notably, Λ = 1 for β = 0, as expected for a symmetric profile. As β increases asymmetry develops and Λ decreases. The width of the spatial profile remains fairly constant at sufficiently small β values, but beyond a threshold β value at which subcriticality develops (see Fig. 4 ), the width increases with β.
Resonant localization in spatially coupled systems
The spatial profile of localized oscillations in the bistability range, implied by Fig. 4(b) , changes significantly when weak spatial coupling, D 1, is added. The sharp front does not occur at the saddle-node point (ν + p in Fig. 4(b) ) but rather earlier. Direct numerical integration of (2) indicates that the profile follows the upper branch, but then drops to the lower branch before reaching the right-most saddle-node, as Fig. 6(a) shows. Since the front is part of a stationary profile, and thus is stationary too, its position may be approximated by considering a stationary front solution of the homogeneous system for which ν constant. Front solutions of the bistable homogeneous system propagate in general, as Fig. 6(b) shows, but there exists a particular ν value at which the front is stationary, the so-called Maxwell point, denoted here as ν M [7] . The front location is then given by x M = (ν M − ν 0 )/2η. Since (1) is not gradient [49] , we compute ν M , and its dependence on the parameter β that controls the profile's asymmetry, by numerical continuation [46] . Figure 6 (c) shows a graph of ν M as a function of β (dashed-dotted line), which lies within the bistability range bounded by the solid lines ν = ν ± a (β). Also shown is the dependence of ν m on β (dashed line), where ν m is the ν value of the largest amplitude for the uncoupled case (D = 0). The intersection point of the curves ν = ν M (β) and ν = ν m (β) (see Fig. 6(c) ) denotes the β value beyond which the effect of spatial coupling becomes significant, as shown in Figure 7 for ρ m (maximal amplitude), x m (location of maximal amplitude), W x (profile's width), and Λ (asymmetry). Note the excellent agreement between results obtained by direct numerical integration of (2) (solid lines in panels (b-d) and the Maxwell-point approximations (dotted lines) obtained via continuation of stationary front solutions. Numerical computations demonstrate that the asymmetry index Λ increases with β in comparison with the decoupled case D = 0, namely, the profile becomes more symmetric, see Fig. 7 (e). We stress that for larger values of D the symmetry is fully restored due to synchronization between strongly coupled oscillations [38] , see also Figure 7 : Profile properties for additive forcing (Γ a = 0.1, Γ p = 0). (a) Amplitudes (ρ) computed by direct numerical integration of (2) for β = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10; the arrow indicates the increasing direction of β values. (b-e) Maximal amplitude value (ρ m ), the amplitude peak location in space (x m ), profile width (W x ), and asymmetry index (Λ), respectively. Solid lines indicate results obtained by numerical integration of (2) for a weakly coupled medium (D = 10 −6 ) while dotted lines represent results obtained by Maxwell-point calculations via numerical continuation of stationary fronts and accounting for the relation between ρ(x) and ρ(ν), such that for ν < ν M the amplitude is ρ = ρ + a (see (6b)) and and for ν > ν M the amplitude ρ = ρ 0 a (see (6a)), and dashed lines indicate results obtained for uncoupled medium (D = 0), where bistability region is ends at ν = ν + p (see Fig. 4 ). The circles in (b-e), correspond to profiles in (a) at the respective values of β. While the above results have been obtained for additive forcing, similar ideas apply also to parametric and combined forcing. Moreover, qualitatively similar results are also obtained by varying other parameters, such as the forcing amplitude (Γ a ) and the distance from the Hopf bifurcation (µ). Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 8 show how the shape becomes increasingly asymmetric when Γ a and µ are, respectively, increased. In both cases β was kept constant.
Conclusion
In this work, we studied the shape of localized resonant oscillations that emerge in 1:1 periodically forced oscillatory systems with monotonic variations of natural frequencies in space. For simplicity, we confined ourselves in this study to a linear spatial dependence of the natural oscillation frequency, expressed in terms of the detuning parameter ν. We focused on the role of bistability in shaping the asymmetry of localized profiles, using the nonlinear frequency correction, β, as a control parameter (see (2) ). The results indicate that bistability in a weakly coupled oscillatory system leads to an abrupt decline of the oscillation amplitude at a specific fixed location in space, related to the socalled Maxwell point, ν M , at which front solutions of the spatially homogeneous system are stationary. This location affects other properties of the spatial profile of resonant oscillations, such as the maximal amplitude, the width, and the profile symmetry, as Fig. 7 shows. We believe that a qualitative understanding of the resonant-profile asymmetry, as obtained in this study, can shed new light on the puzzling mechanisms that shape localized resonant oscillations in the cochlea [41] . Specifically, our results suggest that processes that lead to nonlinear frequency shifts (β = 0), or affect the oscillations threshold (µ), can play primary roles in shaping the profile. The analysis reported here can be extended to include spatial variations in additional parameters, e.g. µ, which is related to quality factors of the oscillator [50, 51] , or the coupling between the outer hair cell and the basilar membrane [41] .
More broadly, knowledge about the factors that shape localized oscillations can be used in various technological applications, by custom tailoring the spatial heterogeneity of the related media [32, 33] . Examples of such applications include mechanical resonators (NEMS and MEMS) [34, 35, 36] , catalytic surface reactions [26] and plasmonic architectures [13] . An example of a more diverse application is plant communities subjected to seasonal forcing, where plant species constitute damped oscillators distributed inhomogeneously in trait space [52, 53, 54] . The properties of the profile of localized oscillations studied here can be related to community-level properties such as community composition (profile location), functional diversity (profile width) and resilience to environmental changes (profile asymmetry).
